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In 1976 Procesi first applied invariant theory to the study of p.i. algebras 
[12]. He used the invariant theory of the classical groups GL(n), Sp(n). 
and O(n) to study the trace identities of n x n matrices and the *-trace iden- 
tities of n x n matrices with involution. This has found many applications, 
among them [S, 13-J. In these papers Formanek and Procesi each exploit 
the connection between GL(n) and trace identities for n xn matrices. 
However, they choose not to treat the case of matrices with involution. It 
is the goal of this work to show that the theories developed in these two 
papers may easily be adapted to matrices with involution. 
Throughout this paper F is a field of characteristic zero. In Sections I 
and 8 we briefly describe the representation theory of Q(n) and U(n). In 
Sections 2 and 3 we describe the general theory of Poincare series for rings 
with involution as a prelude to generalizing [5], which we do in the 
remainder of the first 11 sections. In [5] Formanek reduces the problems 
of calculating the Poincare series for the ring of generic n x n matrices with 
trace R, or of its center C’, to a problem in the theory of Schur functions: 
and he shows how these Poincart series are related to those of the ring of 
n x n generic matrices (without trace) R and to those of its center C. In our 
Sections 4-7 we study the Poincare series for the ring of generic n x n 
matrices with trace and sympletic involution; in Sections 9 and 10 we study 
the case of transpose involution; and in Section 11 we relate these results 
to rings of generic matrices with involution, without traces. Although our 
main results are perhaps too technical to reproduce in an introduction: 
we remark that out formulas, like Formanek’s, help demonstrate the 
importance of the problem of expressing the symmetric function 
Sj.(X,X,~’ 1 i,j= 1, ...) n) as a linear combination of terms of the form 
(Xl ... x,)-’ S,(x,, . . . . x,). This problem is well known to combinatorists 
and is as yet unsolved. 
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Finally, in Section 12 we generalize [13]. Procesi showed that if an 
algebra with trace satisfies the nth Cayley-Hamilton equation, then it has 
a trace-preserving embedding into n x n matrices. In Section 12 we show 
that if an algebra with trace and involution satisfies the same *-trace 
identities as n x n matrices with (symplectic or transpose) involution, then 
it has a trace- and transpose-preserving embedding into n x n matrices. This 
section is fairly independent of the first part of the paper, although we do 
keep our notations. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with [S, 131. We refer to them 
freely for proofs and imitate their notations. We also assume that the 
reader is familiar with that part of representation theory commonly used in 
p.i. algebras: that of S, and CL(n), but not that of the other classical 
groups. 
I. THE SYMPLECTIC GROUP AND ITS REPRESENTATION THEORY 
Our treatment of Sp(n), and our later treatment of G(n), will follow the 
exposition in [4] which is based on [ll]. See also [3]. This approach to 
the representation theory of the classical groups parallels the CL(n)-theory 
of Schur functions and Young tableaux. Since these latter theories have 
become standard tools in the study of p.i. algebras, this approach seems to 
be the most appropriate for our work. We assume only that the reader is 
familiar with the GL(n)-theory. 
Let n be a positive, even integer and let V be an n-dimensional vector 
space over F. Assume that V has a non-degenerate, alternating inner 
product. For any basis of I/’ {r,, . . . . v,,} we may define such an inner 
product via 
1 if j=i+ 1 andiisodd 
(Vi, Vj) = - 1 if i=j+ 1 and iiseven 
0 otherwise. 
Given such a space with such an inner product Sp( V) or Sp(n) is defined 
to be the group of all invertible, linear transformations of Vwhich preserve 
the inner product. Clearly, Sp(n) is a subspace of CL(n), Sp(n)= 
{A E CL(n) 1 (v, w) = (Au, Aw) for all v, w}. 
For every partition i. there is a classical construction of an irreducible 
CL(n) module, which we denote {i}, Since Sp(n) is contained in CL(n), 
the module 0.) may also be regarded as an Q(n)-module, which may or 
may not be irreducible over Q(n). We may then construct from (3.) a new 
Sp(n)-module denoted (;.) by “contraction with the metric tensor,” which 
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is a certain natural equivalence relation on {i ). The module (i.) is 
irreducible, and the basic theorem describing the representation theory of 
Q(n) is 
THEOREM 1.1. Let n = 2k he even and let A = { 1.1 height (i) < k}. Then 
the set C$ Q(n)-modules { (i.) 1 i E A ) are pairuise non-isomorphic and lists 
ull simple finite dimensional Sp(n )-modules. 
Remark. If i has height greater than n, then (j-} = 0 and so (2.) = 0. 
However, if k + I d ht(2) <n then (j.) may be non-zero, in which case it 
will be equivalent to a sum of (p)‘s, with ht(p) d k. For the reduction 
rules we refer the reader to [9]. 
The next theorem we need describes the structure of the CL(n)-module 
{j.} when it is induced down to Sp(n) c GL(n). In order to state the 
theorem more clearly WC now introduce two important inner products. For 
each of CL(n) and Sp(n) there is an inner product on the space of finite 
dimensional representations with respect to which the simple representa- 
tions form an orthonormal basis. We write these inner products as (,)GI, 
and ( , ).YP. As one example, for any GL-representation 1, each (,y, {j-}) = 
the multiplicity of {i.) in z and so x=Cj, (x, (i.})(;,, (j.}. Similarly for 
SPOT). 
THEOREM 1.2. Let j! he a ,finite CL(n)-representation und (I.) an 
irreducible Sp(n)-representation. [f we induce x down to Sp(n), then the 
multiplicit~~ of (3.) is given by (x 1 Sp(n), (i.)),=x:, (x, {fl}@ {j.})GL, 
where b runs over all partitions in which each part occurs un ecen numbers 
of times, a = (B,, p,, Br, Pr, . ..). Equivalently, 
The tensor product {I.} @ { ,8) muy he calculated using the Littlewood-- 
RichardTon rule. See [4]. 
A final useful result on characters identifies the component of the trivial 
character in a tensor product. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let j” and p he partitions of height 6 k, so that (j.) and 
(,u) ure irreducible Sp(2k) modules. Then ((i.) @ (p), (O)), = sjjs,,*, 
where 6 is the Kronecker symbol. 
We now consider Sp-characters. In the case of CL(n), there is a well- 
known identification of CL(n)-module with symmetric functions in n 
variables, f( x ,, . . . . x,). (See [S], Theorem 4). The Sp(n) case is similar. Let 
V have basis { ur , ,... vk, w , , . . . . We}. We use this basis to identify elements 
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of GL( V) (and Sp( V)) with matrices, and we use the tensor 
xf=, (0~0 wi- wi@ vi) to define the alternating inner product on V which 
defines Sp( V). Now the diagonal matrix D = diag(e, , . . . . ek, e; ‘, . . . . e; ‘) 
preserves the inner product on V and so is in Sp( V). Given any finite 
dimensional Sp( V)-module M, let P,(e,, . . . . ek) = the trace of D acting on 
M. We denote PC;.> by P,. Just as in the GL(n)-case, P,,,@, = P, + P,v 
and P +,@,,, = P,w . P,“. More importantly, 
THEOREM 1.4. Let M and N he Sp( V)-modules. Then P, = P,* if‘ and 
only if M z N. 
One particularly useful identity for the P, is an analogue of the Cauchy 
identity for GL(n)-characters: 
i-l ,=I 
(See [S], Theorem 
THEOREM 1.5. 
m k 
1.) The analoguous formula for Sp(n) is 
(See [lo].) 
2. POINCAR~ SERIES AND GENERIC ALGEBRAS 
The results and constructions in this section and the next section are all 
contained in [7, S], at least implicitly. However, since the definitions of 
Poincare series and *-Poincart series are not discussed explicitly we now 
take the opportunity to do so. 
Let F,,,= F(u,, . . . . u,, UT, . . . . u;z1) be a fret (associative) F-algebra with 
involution. An ideal la F, is called a *-T-ideal if I is invariant under all 
*-automorphisms 4 : F,,, + F,,,. These ideals arc precisely the ideals of 
*-identities for p.i. algebras with involutions. If A is such an algebra and 
I < F, is the ideal of *-identities for A, then the quotient G = F,,,/Z is called 
the universal *-p.i. algebra for A in m variables. 
The algebras we study in this paper occur in this manner. As in the pre- 
vious section, let V be an n-dimensional algebra with an alternating inner 
product (, ). Then there is a unique involution defined on the algebra of 
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n x n matrices M,(F) which satisfies the relation (Au, w) = (t, A*Lv) for 
all t;, M:E I’. We let R(n, m; S) denote the corresponding universal *-p.i. 
algebra in m variables. This algebra can be realized as an algebra of generic 
matrices. 
Let u,;(r), i, j= 1, . . . . n, r = 1, . . . . m bc commuting indeterminates and 
consider the n x n matrices M,(F[u,(r)] j with coefficients in the polyno- 
mial ring F[u,(r)]. M,(F[u,(r)]) has a symplectic involution gotten from 
that of M,(F). As in the usual p.i. theory we may define generic matrices 
u , > ..., U,,, by U,= (u,j(r));j= ,. Then R(n, m; s) is the subalgebra of 
M,(F[u,(r)] generated by the generic matrices U,, . . . . .V,,, together with 
their images under the involution UT, . . . . Uz,. The reader may verify that if 
we choose a nice basis for V as in the definition of Sp, then the entries of 
U,* will be simply +uO(r). 
In general, any universal *-p.i. algebra G = I;,,/I has an m fold grading 
inherited from the natural mfold grading on F,, by multidegree (with deg 
U, = deg up). Hence, there is associated to G a Poincarc; series or formal 
power series 
f u(a,, . . . . u,,) 2;‘: . ..z”.“. 
where ~(a, ) . ..? a,) = the dimension of the homogeneous part of G of degree 
(0 I, ...> a,) (cf. [I]). We warn the reader that in this paper the term 
“Poincare series” always refers, to the formal power series associated with 
a universal * -p.i. algebra and not to that associated with a universal p.i. 
algebra without involution. In the case of G= R(n, m; s), u(a,, . . . . a,,,) 
would be the dimension of the subspacc of R(n, nz; s) spanned by all 
monomials of total degree (I, in li, and UT. . . . . and total degree am in C:,, 
and Uz,. We denote the Poincare series by r(n, m; s) in this case. 
We also study three other algebras related to R(n, m; s): C(n, m; s), 
B(n, m; s), and C(n, m; s). C(n, m; S) is the center of R(n, m;s), and 
elements of C(n, m; s) correspond to * -central polynomials for M,(F). This 
implies that C(n, m; S) is a homogeneous subspace of R(n, m; s) and so it 
has a Poincare series c(n, m; s). 
There is a natural trace function defined on M,(F[u,(r)])+F[u,(r)], 
or from M,,(F[ud(r)])+ M,(F[uv(r)]), where the image will be scalar 
matrices. The set of images of elements of R(n, m; s) under trace is a 
commutative ring which we denote C?(n, m; s). The algebra generated by 
C(n, m;s) together with R(n, m; S) is denoted by R(n, m; s). Each of 
C’(n. m; s) and i?(n, m; s) are universal algebras for M,(F), considered as an 
algebra with involution and trace. In particular, each has an mfold grading. 
hence a Poincare series. We denote these series ?(n, m; s) and f(n, m; s). 
Each of these series may also be regarded as a GL(m)-character. 
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Consider the case of R(n, m; s). The group CL(m) is identified with the 
group of invertible linear transformations on the vector space spanned by 
U,. Every such map A has a unique extension to an automorphism 
$;“bf R( n, m; s). If R(n, m; s) has character xi T(;“) { A} then the Poincare 
series r(n, m; s) is given by x., r(j.) S,(z,, . . . . z,,), where the S, are the Schur 
functions. (The reader may verify this by calculating the trace of a diagonal 
matrix in CL(m) acting on R(n, m; s)). A similar argument can be made in 
the case of any universal *-p.i. algebra G= F,,,/I. Moreover, in the present 
case, each of the other Poincart series c(n, m; s), c(n, m; s), and F(n, m; s) 
has the same relationship with the CL(m)-characters of C(n, m; s), 
C(n, m; s), and R(n, m; s) as r(n, m; s) has with R(n, m; s). 
*-POItiCARii SERIES 
The free algcbrd F,,, = F(u,, . . . . u,,, UT, . . . . u,*,) can also be written as 
F(s,, . . . . s,, k,, . . . . k,,), where si = U, + ur, and k, = ui-- ui, i= 1, . . . . m, are 
symmetric and skew elements. With respect to this free generating set, F,,, 
has a 2mfold grading and every *-T-ideal is homogeneous with respect to 
this grading. And so, every universal *-p.i. algebra G = I;,/1 has a 2mfold 
grading, based on degrees in the m symmetric and m skew symmetric 
generators. Therefore we may associate to G the *-PoincurP series 
g(x, 3 . . . . x,3 y,, ..., Y,“) 
x2 yi’ . . .y$, 
= zuy ,.,.( o,,=O,h ,...., h,--Ou’(u,,...,a,,h,,...,h,)x’;‘... 
where ~‘(a,, . . . . 6,) is the dimension of the homogeneous 
part of G with multidegree (a,, . . . . u,, h,, . . . . h,). The *-Poincart series is a 
finer invariant than the Poincare series, and the two are related by 
bMMA 3.1. Let A he an F-algebra with involution and let A have 
Poincurk series f (z,, . . . . z,,,) and *-PoincurP series g(x,, . . . . x,, y,, . . . . y,). 
Then f and g are related by f (z, , . . . . z,,) =g(z, , . . . . z,,,, z, , . ..) z,). 
This general construction defines a *-Poincare series for R(n, m; s), 
obtained by considering R(n, m; s) as the algebra generated by m generic 
symmetric matrices and m generic skew symmetric matrices. The sub- 
algebra C(n, m; s) of R(n, m; s) is homogeneous with respect o the 2mfold 
grading and so also has a *-Poincare series (even though the involution on 
R(n, m; s) is trivial on C(n, m; s)!). These notions also extend to define 
*-Poincare series for C(n, m; s) and R(n, m; s). The only *-Poincare we 
deal with in this paper arc these latter two, which we denote c(n, m; s, *) 
and F(n, m; s, *). 
Just as there is a connection between Poincare series and GL(m)-charac- 
ters, so too, there is a connection between the theory of *-Poincare series 
and CL(m) x CL(m)-characters. (See [S, Lemma 111 for a short discussion 
of the representation theory of CL(m) x CL(m)). 
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Let V= the vector spanned by s,, . . . . s,,? and W = the vector space span- 
ned by k, , . . . . k,,. Then CL(m) x GL(m) acts in a natural way on V@ W. 
and this action commutes with the involution. Hence each element (T, S) 
of CL(m) x CL(m) extends to a unique automorphism II/( T, S) of F,,, with 
in turn inducts an automorphism of the universal *-p.i. algebra G. 
There is an ambiguity of notation we need to point out here. Let {;. 1 
and 1~) be GL(m)-module. Then their tensor product over F may bc 
regarded ei/her as a GL(nz)-module with respect to the diagonal action or 
as GL(m) x GL(m)-module. We denote the GL(m)-module as (2) @ (p 1 
and the GL(m) x GL(m)-module as (i. p). (The same symbol (2) 0 {p} is, 
unfortunately, often used for both.) 
THEOREM 3.1. Let G have GL(m)-charucter Cj, m, {j.}, GL(m) x GL(m)- 
character x,,. ,. m,,, ,, {p, V) and *-PoincarP series g(x,, . . . . ,Y ,,,, y,, . . . . y,,). 
(4 cj.m,.(3.)=C,,,.m,,,.(~I\Ojv3. 
(b) KG,, . . . . x,, Y 1 , -, Y,,) = Ep. ,. m,.,. S,(x, t .-: x,, 1 S,J Y, 1 . . . . Y 1. 
Proof: (a) Observe that for all A E GL(m) &A) = $(A, A) so that the 
action of GL(m) on the GL(m) x GL(m)-module G is the diagonal action. 
(b) Clear from (a). 
Remark. The GL(m) x GL(m)-character is related to a multilinear 
invariant, the B,-character, exactly as in the case of p.i. algebras without 
involution. For details, see [7]. 
4. TRACE RINGS ARE FIXED RINGS 
In this section we generalize Section 5 of [S]. which describes c and R 
as rings of invariants. Very few changes are necessary. One such comes 
from this simple observation. 
LEMMA 4.1. The trivial module (0) is the only one-dimensionai Sp(n)- 
module. 
Proof: Sp(n) is simple. 
Recall from [S] the action of GL(n) on F[u,(r)] in which PeGL(n) 
acts as q!P: namely, @(u,(r)) = the (i,j)-entry of PU, P ‘. By restriction, 
this induces an action of Sp(n) on F[uii(r)]. Theorem 4.1 is now a trans- 
lation of Formanek’s Theorem 8: 
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THEOREM 4.1. (a) C(n, m; s) = F[ uii (u)] sP(“), the fixed ring. 
(b) c(n, m; s) is the center of @n, m; s). 
(c) Let Q(C(n, m; s))= the quotient field ef C(n, m; s). Then 
C(n, m; s) C_ C(n, m; s) G Q(C(n, m; s)). 
(d) If the action of’ Sp(n) on F[u,(r)] is extended to F(u,,(r)), its 
quotient fald, then the fixed field is Q(C(n, m; s)). Hence C(n, m; s) = 
F[uii(r)] n Q(C(n, m; s)). 
(c) (Posner’s theorem): Let Q(R(n, m; s)) = Q(C(n, m; s)) R(n, m; s). 
Then Q(R(n, m; s)) is a central simple algebra of dimension n2 over 
Q( C(n, m; s)). 
Proof: We add a few details to Formanck’s brief proofs to confirm that 
there are no problems in generalizing them to our case. 
(a) See [12]. 
(b) Since tracts arc central, part (a) implies that C?(n, m; s) G the 
center of R(n, m; s). 
Conversely, if z is central, then z commutes with generic matrices and u 
fortiori with elements of Sp(n). So z is lixcd by all 4”. 
(c) There are a number of proofs in the case of R, and they all seem 
to work in the present case. For one such, see [15]. 
(d) Assume that f/g is invariant under Sp(n), and that f’and g are 
relatively prime. Then, for any PE Sp(n), fig= q5pf/&'g and soj‘divides dpf 
and g divides @g. In particular, Ff and Fg would be one-dimensional 
Sp(n)-modules. By Lemma 4.1, this implies that f‘ and g are Sp(n)- 
invariants. 
(e) This is a standard theorem of p.i. theory using the facts that 
R(n, m; .s) is a prime pi. whose set of identities is the same as M,(F). 
Remark. The quotient ring Q(R(n, m; s)) is not a division algebra 
unless n is a power of 2. 
Now the proofs of Formanek’s Lemma 9 and Theorem 10 go over 
eo ipso and we omit them, reproducing only the results. 
LEMMA 4.2 (Lemma 9 of [5]). 
R(n, m; s) = Q(R(n, m; s)) n M,,(F[u,(r)]). 
Sp(n) acts not only on F[uii(r)], but also on M,(F[u,(r)])s 
F[uo(r)] @.M,(F). It acts on the first factor F[u,(r)] by 4 as above, and 
on the second factor M,,(F) by conjugation. This action is denoted 0 in 
[S]. One can also extend 0 to an action of Sp(n) on all of M,(F(u,(r))). 
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THEOREM 4.2 (Theorem IO of [ 51). 
(a) M,,(F[z+(~)])~~“(“)= Q(R(m, n; s)). 
(b) M,,(F[u,(r)])SP’“‘= R(m, n; s). 
Just as in [S] these theorems are also true if the generic ring is generated 
by infinitely many matrices, r= I, 2 ,... 
5. FORMULAS WR POINCAR~ SERILS: SYYPLECTIC CASE 
The ring F[uii(r)] (i,j= 1, . . . . n, Y= 1, . . . . m) has a CL(n)xGL(m) struc- 
ture as described in [S] and so it also has an .Sy(n) x CL(m) structure by 
restriction. Just as Formanek used the fact that F[u~(T)]“~(” has GL(m)- 
character equal to that of C to calculate the Poincare series for c’, we now 
imitate his method and use the fact that F[~4,,(r)]~‘“‘” has CL(m)-character 
equal to that of c(n, m; s) to calculate the Poincare series for C(n, m; s). 
The key idea is to use the identification of module types with characters 
(Poincare series); see Theorem 1.4. Since c(n, m; s) is the @(n)-invariant 
part of F[u,,(r)] we calculate the @(n)-character of F[uLj(r)] and 
consider the coefficient of the trivial character in it. For a fuller explanation 
of this method, see [S, Section 61. With respect to its natural (n: m) fold 
grading, I;[~i,,(r)] has Poincart series 
;j, rn, (1 -):iY+J ~‘=c~,.(L’,~‘;‘)~;.(.~~) i 
by the Cauchy identity; see [S, p. 2023. 
Note that in this formula, S,( yi yj- ‘) denotes the evaluation of the Schur 
function S, at the n2 variables y,‘; ‘. This is a plethysm and, as such, is 
extremely hard to calculate. 
Now, to calculate the Poincare series of F[u,(r)]Sy’“‘= c we must do 
two things with Cj. S,(y, y, ‘) S,(x,): (a) we must express S;. in terms of 
the P, and (b) take the x coefficient of P,. Using Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 it 
is not hard to see that this is accomplished by Theorem 5.1. 
THEOREM 5.1. 
46 m; by) = C C tsj(Yi L'j.-'h S,,(Y,))ciL sj.(-xt). 
I a 
An alternate formula for C(n, m; s) is the following: 
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THEOREM 5.2. 
+I, m; S) = 11 (1 - X,X,) ’ C Si(xr)(Pl(rie,’ ’ )9 pO).Sp(n)9 
where 1 gr<t<mancii,j= l,..., n. 
Proof: Let De Q(n) x GL(m) be the pair of diagonal matrices 
(diag(r,) . ..) ek, E, ‘, . ..) ek ‘), diag(x’, . . . . x,)). Each u,i(r) is an eigen- 
vector for D and the list of eigenvalues is e,? ‘e,“x,, i, j= 1, . . . . k, 
r = 1, . . . . m. Hence the Sp(n) x GL(m)-character of F[u,(r)] is 
ntj_, n:?-, (1 - e:‘x,)-‘. In order to apply Theorem 1.5 we identify the 
multiset {~,~‘c,A’}~~.. , with the multiset {z, z ‘}, where the z runs over 
the set {e,e,+‘}Tj-‘. Now the character equals n, <, (1 - x,x,) x.i S,(x,) 
P,(e,e,? ‘). The theorem now follows since the Poincare series for C(n, m; s) 
is obtained by taking the coefficient of P,. 
The case of R(n, m; s) is only slightly more subtle. By Theorem 4.2(b) we 
riced to calculate the Sp(n) x GL(m) character of M,(F) @ F[ujj(r)] instead 
of just F[z+(r)]. The factor M,(F) has GL(n)-character C;j=,yi y, ’ = 
S,( yi y,-‘). This implies that it has Q(n)-character xk .-, e,?‘e,*’ = 
P,(e’, . . . . ek)*. By [8] one may easily calculate that (1 T’= 1 + (2) + 
( 1, 1). Hence, exactly as in Theorems 5.1 and 5.2: 
THEOREM 5.3. (a) J(n, m; S) = Cj, 10 (S;.(y; y,r ‘) S’( yi yj ‘), S,( yi))GL 
S,(x,), where notation is as in 5.1. 
lb) f(n, m; .s) = FL,, (1 -x,x,)-’ IX;. S,(x,)(Pf(ei) f’~(eie,~‘L Po).s,~(~,, 
where notation is LU in 5.2. 
We may rewrite the results of this section as: 
THEOREM 5.4. If ~~-, ~~j-, (1 - y~‘y~‘x,) ’ = ~rfj..(X’, . . . . xm) 
P;.( YI 3 ...3 yk), then F(n, m; s) =.fb und f(n, m; s) =fO +f2 +f,, , . 
ProoJ The statement about C; is a restatement of Theorem 5.1 and the 
statement about F(n, m; s) is a restatement of 5.3(b). Here is the proof for 
F: If A4 is any Q(n)-module, then 
(M*(F)OM (0)) 
= (((0) + (2) + (191 ))OM W), 
=(<O>@K <o>),+(<2)0M, (O)), 
+((I* l>OMv (O)), 
=(M, (O>).sp+(M, (2)),+(M, (1, l>).s, 
by Theorem 1.3. Letting M= F[u,,(r)], the theorem follows. 
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6. A 4 x 4 EXAMPLE 
This section is devoted to the concrete calculations of C(4, 1; s) and 
F(4, 1; s). Since Q(2) = X(2), ~(2, m; s) and ?(2, m;s) are already known 
(see [S, Section 93) and these are the smallest new cases. Unfortunately, 
the calculation is quite long and so, in order to prevent it from overloading 
this work, we only sketch it. 
Explicitly, U is a generic 4 x 4 matrix 
UII Ul2 Ul3 Ul4 
u= u2, u22 43 u24 
[ I 
u31 l(l2 u33 u34 
U4I u42 u43 “44 
and U* is it’s symplectic transpose 
[ 
u33 u43 -u13 - u23 
.p = 
u34 U.44 -u14 -u24 
- U3’ -u41 UII U?’ 
- u32 - u42 u12 U22 1. 
R(4, 1; s) is the algebra generated by CJ and U*, c’(4, 1; s) is the algebra of 
traces of elements of R(4, 1; s) and R(4, 1; s) is the algebra generated by 
c’(4, 1; s) and R(4, 1;s). Each of these is naturally graded by setting 
deg U = deg CT* = 1, and so each of these is associated with a formal power 
series C,“Y,, a,,t”; n, = dimension of the nth homogeneous part of the 
algebra. WC calculate C;(4, 1; s), the Poincare series of c(4, 1 : s) and 
F(4, 1 : s), the Poincare series of R(4, 1: s). 
To calculate 34, 1; s) we use Theorem 5.4: we need to calculate the 
Sp(4) x GL( 1) character of nA_, flt,j_, (I -yi’y,+‘x,)-‘. By the Cauchy 
formula, setting X, =t, this equals x;, S1(~~,,y2,y’-‘,~z ‘).S;.(J,~,Y~~, 
y, ‘1,~;~‘f) or 
Ctsj.0:*,Y2,P;‘,Y2 ‘))‘+‘!. (1) 
By general properties of Schur functions, if i = (;I-, i.,, i.,, &,) and 
i’=(j.,-I.,, ?.-I.,, jLj--je4) then S,(y’,y,,y; ‘,y, ‘)= (JJ’ y,y;’ y,‘)” 
sj’(Yl>Y23YI ‘7 y; ‘). Hence, (1) reduces to 
(1 -f4)- ’ C (Sj,(L.l,L.*yy;m'9Y* ‘))2r’“‘. 
ht(I.1 6 3 
(2) 
Now define numbers m;.,,, by S).(y’, yz, !:;I, Y, ‘) =I$ mi.,p,(Jl, ~2). 
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Hy Theorem 1.3 the coefficient of P, in (S,()l,,y,,y, ‘,J;‘))’ is 1, mf.,,. 
Combining this observation with (2) and the fact that E(4, 1;s) is the P, 
component of (2) yields 
LEMMA 6.1. Let mA,,, be us ahoce. Then C(4, 1; s) = (1 - t4) ’ 
Cht(i)s3 CJI m:,, t’“‘. 
One may show that the problem of calculating the coefficients m,., is 
equivalent to the problem of constructing a certain combinatorial object 
which we call an A-tableau. 
DEFINITION. An A-tableau is a Young diagram of height ~3 tilled in 
with X’s, l’s, and 2’s subject to 
(1) the part of D, filled in with X’s forms a subdiagram D,, of 
height d 2, 
(2) the skew tableau D,;, is semistandard in the l’s and 2’s, 
(3) there are an equal number of l’s and 2’s, 
(4) the third row contains only 2’s, and 
(5) the number of l’s in the first row is greater than or equal to the 
number of 2’s in the second row. 
For some examples see Fig. 1. 
The importance of A-tableaux lies in the following lemma. We leave it to 
the reader to prove using Theorem 1.2 and the Littlewood-Richardson 
rule. 
LEMMA 6.2. The co@ient m,, in Lemma 6.2 equuls 1 if there exists an 
A-tableau with shape 1. and with X part of shupe p, and it equals zero 
otherwise. 
Combining 6.1 and 6.2 yiela!q 
c;(4, l,s)=(l -t4)-’ c ( number of A-tableaux of shape A) tlr’. (3) 
hf(i) 6 3 
xxxxxxxxxx1111 
XXXXI 1122 
2 2 2 2 2 
and 
xxxxxxx1111 
xxxx1222 
2 2 
FIG. 1 
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By an analysis of A-tableaux which we omit, the reader may show, 
using (3) 
THEOREM 6.1. ~(4,l;.~)=(l-~)~‘(l-t~)-‘(l-t~)-~(l-t~)-~ 
Using this, one shows 
C~R~J..I,ARY 6.1. C(4, 1; s) is the free ring generclrrd hy { tr( U). tr(U’), 
tr( (/U*), tr( U3), tr(fY*), tr( c’*U’)}. 
ProqJ If Li is specialized to the diagonal matrix diag(e,, e2, e3, e4) then 
c’* becomes the diagonal matrix diag(e,, e4, e,, e2). The elements in the 
above set become e, +e,+e,+e,, ey+e:+e:+ei, 2e,e, + 2e2e4, 
e:+e:+e:+ei, e:+el+ef:+ei, and eie3+e:e4+e:e, +eie. Since these 
are independent hey must generate C(4, I; s). - 
The calculation of J(4, 1; s) is similar to that of C(4, 1; s), the dif- 
ference being that instead of calculating the Po( y,, y2) coefficient in 
n:,-, (1 -y;.‘l;+‘r) ‘, we need to calculate the P,,( yl, y2) coefftcient in 
P,(.v~.L.~)~ nzi.. , (1 -~,“y,*‘t))‘. Applying the Cauchy equation again, 
this product equals 
(l-p-1 1 (S,(y,,y2,y, ‘,yr1)P,(Yl,Y2))2t”:‘. 
ht(i.1 c 3 
(4) 
For each partition i. we now define 1(A) = {p 1 there exists an A-tableau 
of shape i. and X part of shape p}. So, Lemma 6.2 states that 
Sj.(YlvY2rY;‘:y2 ‘)=C~c1(1)P,,(y,,~2), and (4) becomes, 
(1 -14). ’ 1 c (Pl(Y,,YZ)P,,,(Y,~YZ)) 
h/(i)<3 ~1, vzclli.) 
X(P,(Y, Y-)P 9 7 (Y Y )) fli” /I2 I* 2 .. . (5) 
In order to describe the factors in (5) WC make another definition. If 
(11,) i12, . . . . pk) is any partition, let ji = the set of all partitions of the form 
(P 1, ..*> p’i + 1) . ..) Pk) or (PI, -, Pi- 1, -., Pk). 
LEMMA 6.3. The coef,cient of P,(y,,y,) in (P,(y,,y2) P,,,(y,,y,jj 
(P,(Y,,Y2)PI,~(Y,,Y2)) is Iii,nfizI. 
Proof: The rule for multiplying P, . P,, is (cf. [2]) P, . P,,=Cvbp P,.. 
The lemma is now an easy consequence of Theorem 1.3. 
Combining Lemma 6.3 with Eq. (5) yields 
J(4, l;s)=(l-14)-I 1 C l,il njirIfii’. (6) 
ht(1)G.T p1.1~2cICj.l 
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Again we leave to the reader the (long!) calculation which leads from (6) 
to 
THEOREM 6.2. F(4, 1;s) = (1+2~+3~~+4t~+3t~+2~~+f~)(l-f) ’
(l-12)-2(1-q ‘(l-t4)-2=(1-t)--3(1-12) -‘(l-t’) ‘. 
7. *-POINCAR~ SERIES 
The theory developed up to here readily yields descriptions for the 
*-Poincarc series of C(n, m; S) and R(n, m; s). 
Let V be the vector space with basis 1;, . . . . Us, w,, . ..* wk, and alternating 
bilinear form given by ( ui, vi) = ( kyi, w,) = 0, (ci, w,) = - ( I+~, 6,) = 6, 
so that we may identify Sp(n) with Sp( V). Now we also identify 
M,(F) = End,(V) with V@ V in the usual manner. It is easy to verify that 
the involution is given by: 
Hence 
(u,Qu,)* = w;Q w, (WiQ w,)* = UjQ u, 
(UiQ NJ,)* = -uj:io w, (w,Qu,)*= -wjoci. 
LEMMA 7.1. Under the identification of M,(F) with V@ V ahoce, the 
space of symmetric matrices has basis 
{vi@r,+Wi@Wi(i,j=l ,..., rr} 
u {u,Qtv,-u,Qwi, w,Qu,-wjQu,) I Gi<j<k} 
and the space of‘skew symmetric matrices has basis 
{r;i@cj-w;@wiIi,j= l,..., k} 
u{oi~wj+vjwi,w,~~,j+w,~u,(l~i~j~k). 
To keep notation clear we replace the variables u;,(r) with variables 
42, P; r), 31, P E {u,, . . . . fik, wl, . . . . wk}. Now, the polynomial ring F[u,(r)] 
= F[u(cr, 11; r)] is also a polynomial ring on Su T, where 
S= (zd(ui, uj; r) + u(wj, w;; r)} u {u(u,, wj; r)- u(u,, w,; r)} 
u { u( w,, c,; r) - u( ‘$3, vi; r)} 
and 
T={~(Ui~u,;r)-u(w,, Wi;r)}~ (u(u~, w,;~)+u(u,, wi;r)} 
U {“(wi, uj; r) + U(W,, U,; r)}. 
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In order to determine the CL(m) x CL(m) x Q(n)-structure of F[uji(r)] 
we need only calculate the trace of the generic diagonal matrix 
D = (diag(x,, . . . . x,,), diag(y,, . . ..y.,), diagte,, . . . . ek3 e;‘, . . . . e;‘)). 
b?MMA 7.2. Each element of Su T is an eigenvector .for D. The eigen- 
values are given by: 
Vector Eigenvalue 
u( vi, v,; r) + u( ‘111, wi; r) 
u(vi, wj; r) - u(vj, rvi; r) 
Lei/ejJ x, 
eie,X, 
u( wi, vj; r) - u( N,, vi; r) 
1 
-X, 
pie, 
u(ti;, ti,; r) - u(b,, wi; r) 
U(V,, IV,; r) + U(Vj:i, ‘Vi; r) 
U(Wi, Vi; r) + U(Wj, vi; r) 
Leileji-1 Yr
eiej yr 
LlleiejJ Y, 
Proof: diag(e,, . . . . ek, e;‘, . . . . ek ‘) E Q(V) takes vi to eici and W; to 
e, -’ wit and acts by conjugation on a @ /?, where x and /I are basis elements 
of V. Also (diag(x,, . . . . xm), diag( y,, . . . . y,)) E CL(m) x CL(m) takes the 
symmetric matrix s, to x,s, and the skew symmetric matrix k, to y,k,. The 
lemma now follows. 
Since F[u&r)] is free on SW T we have 
COROLLARY 7.3. The trace of D acting on F[uV(r)] is 
r(e,x,y)= fi fI (1-(ei/ej)x,) -‘(l-e,e,y,) ’ 
,=I r=, 
x n (1 -e,e,x,)-’ 
icj 
(1-i+) '. 
II (l-eiejY.)F’(l-ky,) ‘. 
i<j 
Using the techniques of Section 5 now yields 
THEOREM 7.1. Let T(e, x, y) = C;.fj.(x, y) P,.(e), then &(x, y) is rhe 
*- Poincare series C(n, m; s; *). Alternately, if t(e, x, y) is written 
as s(e, x, y) = 1;. Sj.(e,, . . . . ek, e, ‘, . . . . e;‘)f,(x. y), then E(n, m; s; *) = 
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x:p30(x, y), where /3 runs over all partitions in which each part occurs an ecen 
number of times. 
(b) Z’ P,(e)2 z(e, x, y) = C, P,.(e) g,(x, y), then g,(x, y) is the *-Poin- 
carP series f(n, m; s; *). This g,,(x, y) =.fO(x, y) +f;(x, y) +f’, ‘(x, y), ,forf‘as 
in part (a). Also, if’ P,(e)* r(e, x, y) = Cj. S;.(e,, . . . . ek ‘) fi(x, y) then 
F(n, m, s; *) = & gs(x, y), /I as above. 
We conclude this section with a calculation of the *-Poincark series 
C(2, 2;s, *) and F(2, 2;s, *). 
To calculate C(2, 2; s, *), by Theorem 7.1(a) we need to calculate the 
GL(2) x Sp(2) character 
z(e,x,y)= n 1-e’x ,I,( e, r) ‘(I-~r.)~‘~l~~l-e~y,~~‘(l-e;‘y,)~’ 
=(I -xl) ’ (1 -x1)-’ (1 -y,)-‘( -yz)-’ T. (1) 
where T = (1 - e2y,)-’ (1 - e2y2)-’ (1 - e ‘y,)-’ (1 - ep2yz)-‘. By 
Theorem 1.5, T= (1 -y, y2) ’ xi. P,(e’) S;.( y,, y2). In order for Pj.(e2) # 
0, the height of i must be < 1. So 
T= (1 -YI ~2)~’ f Pk(e2) Sk(yl, y2). 
k =0 
(2) 
LEMMA 7.3. Pk(e2)= PZk - Pzk. z(e) + P2k&4(e)- ... + (- l)k P,(e). 
Prooj It is immediate from Theorem 1.2 that {k} 1 Sp = (k). Trans- 
lating this into a statement about characters yields P,(e) = Sk(e, e ‘), 
hence P,(x)=xk+xk-‘+ ... +xpk. Hence P,,(e)-pk(e2)=eZk 2+ 
e2k 4 
+ . . . +e2- 2k=p k _ ,(e2). The lemma now follows by induction. 
THEOREM 7.2. E(2,2;.~;*)=(1-xl)-‘(l-x2)-‘(1-y:). ’ (1-y:) -’ 
(1 -Y, Y2)F’. 
Proof: The previous lemma shows that the coefficient of PO(e) in P,(e’) 
is ( - l)k. We compute 
kQ-l)*sk(y,,y2)= f (-l)“y:+‘-y:+’ 
k 7: ” YI -Y2 
=(L”-Y2) -’ f ((-Y2)k+l-(-YJk+‘) 
k =o 
= (Yl -Y2) -’ (-Yz(l +yz)-‘+Y,(I +Yl) ‘) 
=(I +y,)-’ (1 +y2)-‘. 
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By substitution, T=(l -J, y?) -’ (1 +y,)-’ (1 +yz)-)’ and the theorem 
follows. 
These calculations carry over in large measure for f(2,2; s; *). Replacing 
Theorem 7.1(a) with 7.1(b) we now need to calculate the P,(e) coefficient 
of T plus the P,(e) coefficient of T. But Lemma 7.3 implies that 
T=(l -Y, yJ’ i: ~k(ylr~z)(Pzk(e)-Pk de)+ ... +Pde)). 
k 7 0 
Now: ((Pzk(e) + ... + PZ(e) T PO(e), P, + P,), = 0 if k > I and it equals I 
ifk=O. Hence (T,P,,+P,),,=(l-ylyz)--‘. 
THEOREM 7.3. r(2,2;~;*)=(1-x,) ‘(I-X,) l(l-y,)-‘(l-y,)-l 
(1 -Y1 Yz) ‘. 
8. THE ORTH~CWNAL GROUP 
We now turn our attention to generic matrices with transpose involu- 
tion. In this section we discuss the orthogonal group and its representation 
theory and in the next section we use that theory to generalize the first part 
of this work. 
Let V be a vector space with a symmetric non-degenerate bilinear form. 
For example, if V has basis u,, . . . . 1;,, we could take (vi, uj) = 6,, for all 
i,j. Then the orthogonal group O(V) or O(n) is defined to be 
{A E GL( I’)1 (AU, Aw)= (c, iv) for all t’, M’E I’}. For the above V, O(V) 
would consist of all matrices whose inverses were equal to their transposes, 
A’=/‘. 
Since O(n) c GL(n) we again relate the representation theory of O(n) to 
that of GL(n). Recall that for each patition i. of height <n there is an 
irreducible GL(n)-module {I.}. Again, {j.} is an O(n)-module by restric- 
tion, and it will no longer be irreducible in general. There is a geometric 
construction of a quotient module of (n} which is denoted [).I and which 
is irreducible. An important special case is that of i. = 1”. In this case { 2.1 
is the one-dimensional representation of GL(n) which associates every 
matrix with its determinant. Note that [l”] @ [l”] = [0] because every 
element of O(n) has determinant k 1. For any [A.], denote the O(n)- 
module [j-] @ [l”] by [;.I*. The [1.1’s and [i.]*‘s do not give all finite 
dimensional irreducible modules for O(n): They do not include the “spinor” 
representations. But they do include all polynomial irreducible modules 
which is precisely what we require. (An irreducible module for 0( I’) is 
called polynomial if it can be embedded in Pn for some n). 
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THEOREM 8.1 (cf. Theorem 1.1). (a) Zj’ n = 2k + 1 is odd, then the set of 
modules { [;.I, [A]* 1 ht(E.) <k} are pairwise non-isomorphic and includes UN 
polynomial, irreducible representutions of O(n). 
(b) If n =2k is even, then the set of modules { [i.][ ht(i)< k} u 
{[;v]*lht(A)<k- I} are pairwise non-isomorphic and includes ull polyno- 
mial, irreducible representations of O(n). 
Again, if k+ 1 < ht(i) <n, there are rules for reducing [;“I and [1]* to 
linear combinations of the modules in 8.1. 
Next is the O(n) analogue of Theorem 1.2. It describes the structure of 
a GL(n)-module restricted to an O(n)-module by telling how to compute 
the multiplicity of each irreducible component. The statement of the 
theorem makes use of the inner product on GL-modules, ( ,)G‘L, and an 
analogous inner product on O(n)-modules, (, )0, with respect o which the 
irreducible modules are orthonormal. 
THEOREM 8.2. Let x be a GL(n)-representation and let [,I] be an 
irreducible O(n)-representution, If we restrict ): to O(n), the multiplicity of 
[i.] isgiuen by (x10(n), [I.]),,=xd (x, {6}@ {j.})oL, where b runs over all 
partitions in which each part is ecen. Moreover, x 1 = Cj. x6 (x, {j-} @ 
wlx 
An analoguc of Theorem 1.3 is 
THEOREM 8.3. Zf1 und p are us in Theorem I, then ([;.I @ [u], CO]) = 
6 ; .,,,, where 6 is the Kronecker symbol. 
At this point in generalizing Section 1, there is a serious technical 
problem: Theorem 1.4 does not hold. If one defines O(n)-characters in the 
natural way then O(n)-modules are not determined up to isomorphism by 
their characters! For this reason we generally work with GL(n)-characters 
and use the fact that GL(n)-characters determine CL(n)-representation type 
which, by 8.2, determines O(n)-representation type. Here is a version of 
Theorem 1.5. 
THEOREM 8.4. Let M be a GL(n)x GL(m)-module with character 
]I;=, n;=, (1 -x, yj) -‘. As an O(n) x GL(m)-module, M is isomorphic 
to 0;. ([I.], M,), where M, is the GL(m)-module with churacter 
s2(Y13 ..~Yrn) Iii<, t1 -YiYj)-‘. 
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9. GENERIC: MATRICFS WITH TRANSPOSE 
The algebra R(n, m; t) is generated by the m generic n x n matrices 
u I, ..., U, together with their transposes U:, . . . . UX. The center of R(n, m; I) 
is denoted C(n, m; t). The set of traces of elements of R(n, m; I) is denoted 
C(n, m; r), and the algebra generated by R(n, m; t) and C(n, m; t) is 
denoted R(n, m; t). In this section we study the Poincare series for 
C(n, m; t) and K(n, m; t) with the obvious notations of E(n, m; t) and 
~(n, m; t). Section 5 of [S] generalizes to this case just as it did in our 
Section 4. Here are the results: 
LEMMA 9.1. (Lemma 4. I ) The modules [0] und CO] * are the or+ one- 
dimensional O(n)-modules. 
Proof The group O(n) contains a simple subgroup in index 2, SO(n), 
consisting of elements of O(n) of determinant 1. 
THEOREM 9.1. (Theorem 4.1). (a) C(n, m; r)=F[u,,(r)]o’“‘. 
(b) c(b, m; t) = the center of R(n, m; t). 
(c) Ler Q( C(n, m; t)) = the quotient jkld of‘ C(n, m; 1). Then 
C(n, m; r) 6 C(n, m; t) < Q(C(n, m; t)). 
(d) lfthe aclion oj’O(n) on F[u,(r)] is extended IO F(u,,(r)) then fhe 
fixed.field is Q(C(n, m; t)). Hence C(n, m; t) = F[uo(r)] n C(n, m; t). 
(e) Let Q( R(n, m; f) = Q( C(n, m; t)) . R(n, m; t)) . R(n, m; t). Then 
Q(R(n, m; t)) is a central simple algebra of dimension n2 over Q(C(n, m; t)). 
Proof: There is a slight change in the proof of (a). As in the previous 
case, if ,fiK is O(n) invariant then KS and Kg are one-dimensional O(n)- 
modules. We may conclude from Lemma 9.1 that each is isomorphic to 
either [0] or [O]*. In the first case we are done. In the second case. 
,I;:k =f ‘fli and each of Kf2 and Kji is isomorphic to CO]* @ [0] * r [O]. 
LEMMA 9.2 (Lemma 4.2). R(n, m; 1) = Q(R(n, m; t))n M,(F[u,(r)]). 
THEOREM 9.3 (Theorem 4.3). (a) M,,(F(uii(r))o(“‘= Q(R(n, m; t)). 
(b) M,,(F[u,(r)])“‘“‘= R(n, m; t). 
Turning now to Section 5, it is easy to write down counterparts to the 
theorems which do not involve Sp(n)-characters. 
THEOREM 9.4 (Theorem 5.1). F(n, m; 1) = x.; & (S,( yi y, ’ ), .Sd( .Y~))(;~. 
S,(x,), where S runs otler all partitions with all parts ecen. 
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THEOREM 9.5 (Theorem 5.3(a)). 
f(4 m; t)=C C (Si(YiY, ‘)(SI(Y,Y,~‘)~ S~(Y~))GI:S~.(~~). 
i 6 
It is possible to rewrite the remaining formulas in Section 5 in the 
present context using some character theory. Consider, for example, 
S;.( yi yj ‘): there is a map GL(n) + GL(n*) obtained by the conjugation 
action of GL( V) on the n*-dimensional vector spce M,(F). The character 
S,(yi y, ‘) is the character of the GL(n*)-module [I-] induced down to 
GL(n). This map GL(n) + GL(n*) also restricts to a map O(n) + O(n*) and 
so we may talk about inducing the O(n*)-character [i] down to O(n). We 
refer to this O(n)-character as [A] 1. 
THEOREM 9.6 (Theorem 5.2). F(n, m; t) = n (1 - x,x,) r C;, ([A] 1, 
CO]), Si(xi), where 1 < i <j < n. 
Prooj: We consider F[uV(r)] first as a GL(n’)-module, then as an 
O(n*)-module, then as an O(n)-module, and then we pick out the fixed 
ring. F[u,~(~)] has GL(n*) x GL(m)-character nf=, fir=, (1 - z,x,) ‘. 
By Theorem 8.4 it has O(n’) x GL(m)-character n (1 -x,x,) ’ Cj. ([I.], 
S,(Xi))o. Hence, if WC restrict to O(n) and then take the coefficient of [0], 
the theorem follows. 
THEOREM 9.7 (Theorem 5.3(b)). -( r~,m;~)=rIi,j(l-XiX,)-‘~j,((Cll 
III.1 19 PI), Sib,). 
Proof: Left to the reader. 
To generalize Theorem 5.4 we note that the O(n)-character of M,(F) is 
clloc1l=col+c1,~l+c2l. 
THEOREM 9.8 (Theorem 5.4). Jf the GL(n)-rnoclukt> with character 
nr=, ny,=, (1 -x, yi y,-‘)-I has O(n)-character &g;(x,, . . . . x,)[I.], 
thenc(n,m;t)=g,,andr(n,m;t)=g,+g,+g,.,. 
10. A 2 x 2 EXAMPLE 
As applications of the material in the previous sections we calculate the 
Poincart series C( 2, 1; t) and ?(2, 1; t). 
To calculate C(2, 1; t) we first consider the GL(2) x GL(l)-character 
n$=, (1 - zizj ‘1). ‘. By the Cauchy equation, this equals 
c SAZ,, 22) S,(z;‘r, z*-9) 
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or 
c S;,(z,, z2) S;,(z,‘, z2 ‘) t,” . (1) 
If ). = (a, h), a 3 h, then S,(z,, z,) = (z,zz)’ S,, hj(~,, z2) and 
Sj.(, ‘7 z2 ‘)= (z,z2) -‘S,” h)(il, z2). Also, z,z*= S,,,(z,, z2). Hence (1) 
becomes 
It is easy to show using Young’s rule, that if {c} and {d) are GL(2)- 
characters on the one part partitions c and d and if c >, d then 
{c)@(d)= i 11, I}“ ‘@{c-d+2i). 
i -0 
(3) 
Combining (2),(3), and Theorem 8.2 we now show 
THEOREM 10.1. Z(2,I;t)=(l-r).‘(l-1’) ‘. 
Proof: We rewrite (2) using (3) 
If we use 8.2 to induce down from GL(2) to O(2) we get that, {2i) 1 = 
Cj_., [2j] and (1, l}-il =([O]*) ’ (using reduction rules from [9]), 
which equals [0] if i is even and [0]* if i is odd. Therefore, the coefficient 
of [0] in C;;$ f 1, 1 } -‘@ (2i) 1 = equals the number of even i less than or 
equal to u-h, which equals L(u--h)/2J+l. So 42,1;r)=(l-r’) r 
C,” h=O (L(a - 6)/2 J + 1) tUPb. The theorem now follows from a simple 
computation. It is easy to show from Theorem 10.1 that 
COROLLARY 10.1. c(2, I; t) is the j?ee ulgehru on tr( ci), tr(U’), and 
tr( UU*). 
For the calculation of 7(2,1; I), we first consider the GL(2) x GL( 1 )-module 
Mz(F’[uo(r)]). It has character (z, +z2)(z;’ +z; ‘)nfi-, (I -r,z;-‘r) I. 
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Applying Cauchy’s identity as in the derivation of (1) shows that this is 
equal to 
c &(z,,z2)“-” ’ (S,(z,~z2)S,,-6,(z,,z2))2r”‘” 
U2h30 
=(1-t’) f S,,,(z,,ZZ)h u-‘(S,(Z,,Z2)S~o-~)(Z,,z2)2f” b. (4) 
o 6;ll 
By an exercise in Young’s rule (or Eq. (3)) one may show 
LEMMA 10.1. Thecoclfjiciento~[O]in{1,1}0({l}O{kj)~2is2k+1. 
This puts us in a position to prove 
TIEOREM 10.2. ?(2, 1; t) = (1 - t)“. 
Proof Since J(2, I; t) is the coefficient of [0] in (4), Lemma 10.1 
implies that 
Lt: 
r(2,1;t)=(l-t2) ’ c (2k+l)tk=(l-t2)-’ f ((2k+2)fk-tk) 
k-0 k--O 
=(l-t2)-‘(2(1-1)-2-(1-t) ‘)=(l-t).-3 
1 I. THE DISCRIMINANT AYVD THE CONDUCTOR 
In this paper up to now we have concerned ourselves with the Poincare 
series of C(n, m; s), %(n, m; t), !?(n, m; s), and &n, m; t). From this point of 
p.i. theory, however, these Poincare series are less important then those of 
C(n, m; s), C(n, m; t), R(n, m; s), and R(n, m; I). Just as in Section 7 of [S], 
these two groups of Poincare series are closely related to each other: A 
careful reading of that section reveals that every one of Formanek’s proofs 
may be adapted to the present case. We indicate here a different approach 
which takes advantage of the results of Formanek’s Section 7 as well as the 
proofs. 
By R(n, m), C(n, m), R(n, m), C(n, m), p(n, m), etc., the objects con- 
sidered by Formanek and their Poincare series, we denote the generic 
matrices with no involution. Just as in [S], the Poincare series with m = n2 
determines all of the other series and so WC fix m = n2. Let 
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c(n, n2; s) = C -Js, ;.) S,(x), ?(n, n2; 3) = C T(s, i.) S,.(x) 
i i. 
r(ll, n2; S) =I p(S, j.) Sj.(,K). F(n, n2; S) = C p(S, jb) S,(X) 
i i 
C(tl, n2; t) = 1 y(t, 3.) S,(X), F(n, n’; I) = C ?(I, 2) S,(x) 
2 i 
r(n, n’: t) = 1 p( t, i) S;,(x), r(n, n2; 1) = 2 P(tl 3.) S,(X). 
, i 
LEMMA 1 I. 1 (Lemma 13 in [ 51). Let p = ( 1”‘) and notation as uhoce. 
Then 
(a) For all partitions i. = (L,, . . . . i.,,z) of length Qn2 *j(s, p + i) = 
*y(s, i), p(s, p+jL)=p(s, i), -T(t, p+%)=y(t, i), p(t, p+i.)=p(t, ;.), where 
p + i denotes (2, + 1, . . . . A,,z + 1 ). 
(b) ;?(.s,m~)=-;;(t,m~)=P(s,m~)=p(t,m~)=l. 
Proof. Same as the proof of Lemma 13 in [S], with our Theorems 5.1, 
5.3(a), 9.4, and 9.5 playing the role of Formanek’s Theorem 12. 
LEMMA 11.2. Let k he such that AkR(n, n2) E R(n, n’) and AkC(n, n2) c 
C(n, n’). (See [S], Lemma 15.) Then AkC(tz, n’; s) E C(n, 11’; s), Akc(n, n2; t) 
E C(n, n’; t), A”R(n, n2; s) C R(n, n”; s), AkR(n, n2; t) C R(n, n2; 1). 
ProoJ A is a polynomial in the matrices U,, . . . . U,,: such that for any 
matrices A,, . . . . A,,, tr(A,)...tr(A,)Ak=f(A, ,..., A,,,, U ,,..., CT,,?) for 
some (non-commutative) polynomial$ Hence, this is true for A, ~ .. . . A,,, in 
R(n, n2; ,F) or R(n, n’; 1) and the lemma follows. 
Note that in [6] Formanek showed that AkC’~ C holds for all ,% 22. 
Hence Lemma 11.2 and Theorem 11.1 hold for all k 3 2. 
THEOREM 11.2. Suppose that k is such that AkR(n, n’),< R(n, n’) and 
AkC(n, n2) d C(n, n2), und thar i is a partition containing the k x n” 
rectangle (equicalently: A bus precisely n’ parts and each is at leust two). 
Then 
“J(.s, i) = Ij(s, I.), p(s, i) = p(s, 2) 
y( 1, i) = -j( t, i), p(l, 2.) = p(f, i). 
The proof is identical to that of Theorem 16 in [S]. 
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12. EMBEDDING THEOREMS 
In this final sectin we generalize Procesi’s theorem from [ 133. One way 
to state his Theorem 2.6 would be: 
THEOREM (Procesi). Let S he an F-algebra with a trace function. Lf‘ S 
satisfies all of the trace identities uf’M,,(F), then there is a trace preserving 
injection of S into M,,(.4), for some commutative F-algebra A. 
Here is our generalization: 
THEOREM 12.1. Let S be an F-algebra with trace and involution. 
(a) rf S satis$es all of the *-trace identities of n x n matrices with 
symplectic involution, then there is a commutative F-algebra A and a trace 
and involution preserving injection from S to M,,(A) with symplectic involu- 
tion. 
(b) If S satisfies all oj’ the *-trace identities of n x n matrices with 
transpose involution, then there is a commutative F-algebra A and a trace 
and involution preserving injection from S to M,,(A) with transpose. 
Remarks. (1) The fact that there is a (trace preserving) embedding of S 
into some M,(A) follows directly from Procesi’s theorem. 
(2) The *-trace identities of n x n matrices with symplcctic or trans- 
pose involution arc known. See Theorems 8.4 and 10.2 of [ 123. 
(3) One need hardly change a single word of Procesi’s proof to get 
a proof of our theorem. 
In proving 12.1 here we do not intend to do the reader the disservice of 
not sending him or her to [ 133 for additional insights and results. 
Proof WC first consider part (a). 
Since S satisfies the *-trace identities of M,(F) with symplectic involu- 
tion, S will be a (*-trace preserving) homomorphic image of the universal 
algebra R(n, m; s), for large enough m. For convenience, we denote 
R(n, ,x; s) by R(s), so Sr R(s)/1 for some *-trace ideal I. We remind the 
reader (see Section 4) that R(s) is a subalgebra of the algebra of n x N 
matrices over the polynomial ring F[u,(r)l i, j= 1, . . . . n, r = 1, 2, . ..] and 
that R(s) is the ring of fixed points of Sp(n) acting on this ring. Following 
Procesi, we set F[u,(r)],.,,, = A and M,(A) = B. 
Define Ja A via the ideal BIBa M,(A) = B, so B/B= M,,(J). Since 
S= &s)/l and since R(s) embeds in B= M,,(A), there is a natural map 
cp: S + M,(A/J). Moreover, since R(s) is fixed by Sp(n), the image of cp 
will be fixed by Sp(n). In order to prove 12.1(a) we prove 
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THEOREM 12.1. (a)’ The map rp is one-to-one and has image h4,,(A/JYsp’“‘. 
We j?rsi show cp is onto M,(A/J)sp’“‘. Consider the projection 17: 
B + BJBIB = M,,( A/J). Il is an Sp(n)-map since BIB is an Sp(n)-submodule 
of B. But, since Sp(n) is semisimple, Il will take the invariant subring of B 
to the invariunt subring of M,(A/J). In other words, i?(s) maps onto 
M,,( A/J) . sp(“’ Since I is in the kernel, cp is onto. 
The main tool in showing that q is one-to-one is the “Reynolds 
operator,” the Sp(n)-projection r: B -+ B*“‘(“). Since r is the projection of B 
onto an isotypical component and since Sp(n) is semisimple, r commutes 
with all other Sp(n)-maps on B. In particular 
r(ab) = ar(b) if a E B.‘p(“), b E B 
r(tr(a)) = tr(r(a)) if aE B. 
To show that q is one-to-one, we show that i?(s) n BIB = I. So, let 
a = x a,u,h,E BIB n i?(s), ui E I, a,, b, E B. 
Now, for any x E R(s): tr(xa) = tr(x, xuiuib,) = xi tr(b,xa,u,). Applying r 
yields 
tr(xa) = 1 tr(r(b,xa,) ui). 
For each i, r(b,xa,) E R(s) of degree one in x and so it can be written as 
C CijX d, + C tr(e,jx)j;j, 
I i 
where c,/, d,, eli. f, E i?(s). So 
tr(xa) =I tr(x di,u,cii+ x tr(loui) e,,). 
1, I 
By the nondegeneracy of trace 
a=Cd,u,c,,+ tr(f,,u,) e,eI 
i.i 
as claimed. 
The proof of 12.1(b) is identical, with O(n) replacing Sp(n) and 
R(t) = R(n, cc; t) replacing R(s). 
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